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In 1989, Tzm Berners-Lee, a British scientist working at CERN in Geneva developed a system to enable 
nuclear scientists to store and exchange information by computer. Initially text-based, it rapidly became 
popular, first in the scientific community, and later generally over the Internet. By 1993, the World Wide 
Web (WWW), as which it was now known, started to become a major force in computing. 
Increasingly, organisations are demanding some form of WWW presence, and it often befalls to the 
cartographer to produce these pages. This paper seeks to outline some advantages and pitfalls for the 
cartographer when designing for a website. 

What is the World Wide Web ? 
The WWW is not a language or system in itself, but simply 
a way of delivering information. The underlying basis of the 
system is HyperText Markup Language (HTML), a way of 
coding text files with simple text-based tags that enable 
users to navigate through documents by clickable text and 
graphics. HTML can be used in conjunction with the In
ternet (the WWW), large internal networks (intranets) or 
simply on a hard disk or CD-ROM. 

HTML - the advantages 
There are many advantages to presenting information using 
HTML. Firstly, and most importantly, it is platform-inde
pendent. Applications to view HTML files (or browsers) 
are now available for virtually all computer operating sys
tems. Similarly, files can be created on any operating 
system. It is entirely possible for example, for HTML files 
to be created on a Macintosh computer, stored on a UNIX 
computer (a server or webserver), and viewed using Win
dows 95. The same files can be created, stored and used by 
any computer, and this is the core of HTML's success. 
Developers now need only created one set of files, and need 
not worry about any operating system-specific issues. 

It is very easy to create files marked up in HTML. It uses 
a very simple text-based approach for all its coding, and 
most novices find they can start creating files after only a 
few minutes tuition. The standard graphics files HTML uses 
are either GIF or JPEG, both of which are widely used and 
easy to create on any computer. HTML allows pages to 
updated far more easily, quickly and cheaply than tradi
tional paper-based publications. Graphical-based HTML 
editors, such as Adobe's PageMill, Microsoft's FrontPage 
and Claris' HomePage, are now becoming available. These 
shield users from the actual HTML tagging, making the task 
of creating HTML files as easy as using a word processor. 
In fact, many word processing applications now have to 
ability to create and export HTML files directly. 

HTML also has many advantages for users. Platform 
independence means that a user does not have to worry 
about computer-specific issues. Most browsers now com
bine Email and newsreader functions, enabling the user to 
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have just one application for all their Internet tasks. Pre
viously complex multimedia functions such as audio and 
video can be often achieved with a simple additional file -
a plug-in to the browser software. 

As updating is so quick and easy, a user should expect 
a WWW site to provide the most current information avail
able. It can also be a vast repository of information, 
providing the user with a mass of structured information 
with just a few mouse clicks. Major companies such as 
Boeing are using intranets to ensure they can provide all 
their staff with information that can be guaranteed accurate 
and current, whilst at the same time saving huge costs by 
scrapping vast amounts of paper-based manuals. Increas
ingly, browsers are also being used as reliable, 'friendly' 
front -ends for complex data bases that can be viewed on any 
computer. Telephone directories, library catalogues and 
even railway and airline timetables can now all be used with 
the WWW, often proving information individually tailored 
for a particular user. 

HTML is a rapidly developing technology, which has 
only been widely available for three years. Within this 
timescale, all the major computer industry companies have 
started developing HTML-compatible software, and much 
effort will be invested in the WWW' s success over the next 
few years. HTML has also been responsible for potentially 
the biggest revolution in computing since the introduction 
of the personal computer in the 1970's. The Network Com
puter (NC) consists of a keyboard, mouse, screen and 
processor- but no hard disk. All files, including the operat
ing system, will be stored on a remote computer which 
communicates with the NC via a browser. Both manufac
turing and support costs will be significantly lower than 
those for current computers. 

HTML - the disadvantages 
However, as a young and fast-developing technology, the 
WWW has many problems, and a great many of these 
generate unique and challenging problems for designers -
particularly those who are grounded in traditional paper
based publication. 

To some degree, the WWW is growing faster than the 
Internet's ability to cope with it. Download times- the time 
it takes a computer to display a full page of information -
are very variable, and to a large extent are out of the 
designers control. The speed of the user's computer and 
modem (the connection onto the Internet), the server sup
plying the information and the amount of users on the 
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Internet can all play a part in increasing or decreasing 
download times. Download times are very important as 
many users are billed for the time they are connected to the 
Internet, and it can be very frustrating waiting for pages to 
load. If a page cannot be loaded by a typical user in less than 
30 seconds, there is a good chance they will go elsewhere. 

Content is also vitally important. The WWW has been 
described as a mass of mediocrity. Research has shown that 
users have a very short attention span, and designers should 
aim to hold their attention within three mouse clicks. Be
cause of the structure of the WWW, it is very easy to link 
to another site, and consequently a designer's primary aim 
for introductory sections is to create relevant, attention
grabbing pages that hold the viewer's interest, and 
encourage them to explore the site further. 

Unlike paper-based publications, the designer has little 
control over the viewing environment. HTML is a means of 
defining content, not layout, and the same HTML file can 
alter drastically depending on the viewing environment. 
Factors such as the browser, screen and user-defmed set
tings can all have an effect. 

Although browsers' features and abilities are converg
ing, the same file can display very differently on differing 
browsers. Early versions of software are still in wide use, 
and some browsers display text only. This should always be 
borne in mind when creating pages - particularly when 
using frames. The designer has no way of knowing if the 
file is being displayed on a 14" single-colour or 21" full
colour monitor, and this can have great consequences on the 
way the file is displayed. Finally, most browsers have a wide 
range of user-defmed settings, and consequently, some of 
the basic tenets of paper-design- the typeface, type size and 
colour, background colour and even the ability to view 
graphics are all completely variable in the WWW environ
ment. 

Ensuring an eft'ective WWW site 
However, there are some guidelines for good practice that 
can be followed when coding HTML that will ensure that 
you can create an effective WWW site. Before coding even 
starts, plenty of time must be allocated to defming the 
structure of the website. A site can easily grow into many 
hundreds or even thousands of pages, and a good structure 
is essential, both to ease the user through the site and to 
reduce site administration. Because of the complex inter
connection between pages within the site, it is far easier to 
plan for expansion and re-organisation before the site has 
been implemented, rather than trying to amend the site 
structure at some later stage. It is better to remove unused 
sub-directories than try and add them once the site is in use. 
Good planning also takes development times into account, 
allowing for phased introductions of various sections and 
pages. 

Users should always be the primary concern of the 
designer. They must ensure the material they are creating is 
both relevant and concise, and should be aware of all 
possible viewing environments readers may encounter. 

When composing HTML, every page should always be 
named, and if the pages do not carry the information indi-
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vidually, there should be an indication of author and revi
sion date on the home page. The designer's navigation 
intentions for readers of the site should always be clear and 
concise. Each page should also include a link back to the 
home page and main section pages. Readers should never 
be taken into a cul-de-sac, and should never be forced to use 
their browsers 'Back' button. 

Pages should be kept short -large blocks of text are very 
difficult and unappealing to read on-screen. It is far better 
to break long pages into a number of smaller pages. As a 
general rule, a page should be no more than three or four 
screens long. If longer pages of text have to be used, they 
should be broken up with copious use of sub-headings and 
linking within the page. 

A consistent style of presentation aids readability and 
navigation and adds a professional appearance to the site. 
Finally, all top-level directories should contain a default file 
(usually the home page) named index.html or index.htm. 
This is the default fllename a browser looks for if a short
ened or incomplete site address is entered. 

Always Check 
A vital part of any HTML implementation is checking. 
Because of the complex inter-linking of most websites, it is 
very easy for errors to creep in. Most files are initially 
written to a designer's personal computer (or local hard 
disk), using an exact copy (or mirror) of the site held on the 
webserver, and revised files are transferred from here to the 
server as required. 

All files should be checked on the local hard disk, both 
for appearance and links. If possible, at this stage, the files 
should also be viewed on a number of different browsers 
and computers to ensure consistent appearance on-screen 
and anticipate any problems. The files can now be trans
ferred to the server. It is important to realise that at this stage, 
the pages will probably now be 'live' and can be read by 
anybody. All files should be checked to ensure they have 
been transferred to the server and have not been corrupted 
in the transfer process. Then, all files should be checked for 
appearance and links using the files on the server. You 
should not be suprised if errors frequently occur at this 
stage! Finally, the files on the server should be read using 
different browsers and computers. 

Keeping the right side of the law 
Designers should also be aware of the various legal impli
cations of publishing a website. As with any publication, all 
the files are covered by the publishing laws of the country 
of origin. This includes offences such as libel and obscenity. 
Any UK-based personal information will be subject to the 
Data Protection Act. Normal copyright laws also apply, 
which safeguard both the author's and other individuals 
copyright and intellectual property rights. All third-party 
material should have copyright clearance. However, it 
should be borne in mind that it is very easy for users to 
infringe copyright and intellectual property rights and to 
download any file with browser software. Close considera
tion should be paid before mounting any 
copyright-sensitive material on your webserver. 
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All Internet Access Providers (lAPs) have an Accept
able Use Policy (AUP), which dictates what can and cannot 
be mounted on a server. Beyond this, most institutions 
impose a further AUP on their sites and employees, cover
ing aspects such as racism, sexism harassment, etc. It is 
most important you read all applicable A UPs before mount
ing material on your server. 

The WWW is developing so quickly that it is impossible 
for this paper to outline anything but the simplest of the 
exciting possibilities for paper presentation using HTML, 
but hopefully will have given some guidelines for produc
ing an effective WWW site. 

The following URLs give pointers to some sites to 
explore that may have information about the Web, HTML 
editing, style, etc. 

Some interesting and useful HTML sites: 

Society of Cartographers: 

http://www.shef.ac.uk/-sc/ 

Adobe Systems Incorporated: 

http://www.adobe.com/ 

Adobe PageMill: 

http://www.adobe.com/prodindex/pagemilV 

Microsoft 

http://www.microsoft.com/ 

Microsoft Internet Explorer 

http://www.microsoft.com/ie/ 

Microsoft FrontPage 

http://www.microsoft.com/frontpage/ 

Claris 

http://www.claris.com/ 

Claris HomePage 

http://www.claris.com/products/claris/clarispage/ 

Netscape 

http://home.netscape.com/ 

Macromedia 

http://www.macromedia.com/ 

An excellent example of a website 

Network Computer website 

http://www.nc.com/ 
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The Macworld website 

http://www.macworld.com/ 
carries a good primer on HTML 

http://www.macworld.com/netsmart/homepage.html 

The World Wide Web Consortium oversees general 
development of HTML and The WWW 

http://www.w3.org/pub/WWW/ 

British Airways 

http://www.british-airways.com/ 

has online timetables at: 

http://www.british-airways.com/flights/ 

Railtrack - Great Britain railway timetable 

http://www.railtrack.eo.uk/traveV 

The University of Sheffield Library catalogue 

http://sirius.shef.ac.uk/ 

The UKERNA and JANET Acceptable Use Policy 
which applies to all UK Higher Education sites 

http://www.ja.net/documents/use.html 

A Beginner's Guide to Life on The Internet 

http://www.screen.com/startl 
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